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Dear Secretary Camacho-Welch:

Please accept this letter in lieu of more formal submission as the reply of Rate Counsel to

New Jersey American Water Company’s ("N JAW" or "the Company") opposition to Rate

Counsel’s Motion to Reject the Company’s Proposed Provisional Rates ("Motion"). As the

Company insists it will impose provisional rates on the first day the Board’s Suspension Order

expires, Rate Counsel respectfully requests that its Motion be decided by the Board as quickly as

possible.
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Introduction

Initially, the Company misstates Rate Counsel’s motion. Rate Counsel does not

challenge the validity of the Provisional Rates Rule, but rather the application of the rule to the

specific facts of this case. The bulk of the Company’s objection is a distraction from the real

issue before the Board, i.e., whether the proposed provisional rates go beyond what is just and

reasonable. For the reasons articulated in Rate Counsel’s moving papers, as well as below, the

interim rates are not just and reasonable, and the Board should exercise its statutory authority to

protect the ratepayers from unjust or unreasonable rates.

In Toms River Water Co. v. N.J. Bd. Of Public Utilities, 82 N.J. 201 (1980), which both

the Company and Rate Counsel agree includes the Supreme Court’s primary - or only -

discussion of the implementation of provisional rates prior to the conclusion of a base rate case,

the Court stated:

Consistent with its delegated duties of "general supervision and regulation of and
jurisdiction and control over all punic utilities..." N.J.S.A. 48:2-13, the Board must
devise appropriate administrative mechanisms for regulating utilities which elect to
implement proposed tariffs at the end of a suspension period.

Id.~. at 212. Although the Toms River decision was issued in 1980, it was not until 2017 that the

Board established the administrative mechanisms called for by the Court. The nearly 40-year

delay was likely due to the fact that most cases are resolved through settlement before the end of

the suspension period and because there have been few, if any, attempts made by utilities to

implement such provisional rates. Although this case presents the first opporttmity for the Board

to flesh out how its new regulations will be applied in practice, N JAW essentially argues that the

Board lacks discretion and Rate Counsel lacks ,standing to raise any issues whatsoever regarding
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its proposed plan for interim rates. The Company maintains that as long as it believes it has met

the requirements of the regulation, no further review may occur. According to the Company,

Board Staff may object but only insofar as it believes the Company failed to meet the filing

requirements set forth in the regulation. For everyone else, and for issues other than the filing

requirements, the Company argues that its provisional rates may not be questioned or

challenged- even by the Board itself.

This is inconsistent with the Board’s own statements in adopting the regulations. Indeed,

if the Company’s interpretation of the reguIations was correct, the regulations would be ultra

vir as they would exceed the Board’s authority under relevant statutory law. The Board has

clearly retained its authority to review the rate and the procedures employed by the utility and

Rate Counsel also retains all of its statutory rights and responsibilities. The fairness and

efficiency of the administrative ratemaking process must still be maintained, Toms River, su_p_~,

and Rate Counsel’s motion simply asks that the Board ensure that issues of due process and

fimdamental fairness be applied. Id_~.
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POINT I

RATE COUNSEL HAS AUTHORITY TO RAISE T~ ISSUES IN
THIS MOTION AND THE BOARD HAS AUTHO~TY TO

¯ REVIEW THE PROVISIONAL RATES AND THE COMPANY’S
PLAN FOR IMPLEMENTATION

N.J.S.A. 52:27EE~8 provides that Rate Counsei may represent and protect the punic

interest:

in proceedings before and appeals from any State department, commission, authority,
council, agency or board charged with the regulations or control of any business,
industry, or u~lity regarding a requirement that the business, industry or utility provide a
service or regarding the fixing of a rate, toll, fare, or charge for a product or service.

There can be no rational argument that this matter does not involve the fixing of a rate. There

also can be no argument that the Board’s regulation can somehow modify or trump Rate

Counsel’s enabling statute. An administrative agency cannot alter a statute via regulation.

Schwerman Trucking Co. v. Department of EnvironrnentaI Protection, 125 N.J. Super. 14 (App.

Div 1973).

Moreover, the Board clearly did not intend to exclude Rate CounseI from the process, as

the role requires utilities to provide notice to Rate Counsel of any planned provisional rate.

N.J.A.C. 14:1-5.12(0. Indeed, the Toms River Court found such notice was required to provide

"due process and fundamental fairness." 82 N.J. at 213. It is unclear what purpose the notice

requirement would serve if Rate Counsel was then precluded from taking any action as a result

of the notice. If, as the Company suggests, the intent was to exclude Rate Counsel, then the

regulation would not satisfy the requirements of due process, as precluding ratepayers from
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participating in proceedings to fix a rate to be charged to them is inconsistent with both the

Constitution and legislative intent. As the Appellate Division stated in In re Board’s Review of

the Applicability & Calculation ofa Consol. Tax Adjustment, 2017 N.J. Super. Unpub. LEXIS

23t5, "20-21:

Although agencies enjoy leeway to choose among rulemaking, adjudicatory hearings, and
hybrid informal proceedings to fulfill their statutory mandates, Provision of Basic
Generation Serv., supra, 205 N.J. at 347, Ieeway is not a license to ignore the APA’s
requirements. The Board has discretion to utilize various procedures to fulfill its statutory
mandate, but our Supreme Court has held that "administrative action, and an agency’s
discretionary choice of the procedural mode of action, are valid only when there is
compliance with the provisions of the [APA] and due process." Ibid.;

See also, In re Request for Solid Waste Util. Customer Lists, 106 N.J. 508, 519 (1987) ("Subject

to the strictures of due process and of the Administrative Procedure Act, an agency may choose

how to proceed."); In re Provision of Basic Generation Service for Period Beginning.June I

2008, 205 N.J. 339, 362 (2011) ("insisting that the BPU turn square comers in its provision of

adequate notice of its possible actions affecting ratepayers."). Thus, any argument that Rate

Counsel iacks standing or that the rule precludes Rate Cotmsel from seeking relief from the

Board is without merit and must be rejected.

Similarly, the BPU has an overriding obligation to ensure that rates are just and

reasonable and that the ratemaking process is fair and consistent with the requirements of due

process. N.J.S.A. 48:2-21. That obligation remains a bedrock foundation of any regulation

adopted by the Board. Furthermore, there can be no doubt that the BPU recognized this and did

i The Company is also incorrect in its assertion that Rate Counsel’s only remedy was to challenge the regulation on
its face, and that once the regulation was adopted and the time to appeal expired, Rate Counsel was forever barred
from seeking relief from the Board on any particular provisional rate. (NJAW Brief, p.5) The Company does not
cite any cases in support of this position. This is likely because it is well-established that a party is not required to
bring a facial challenge and its failure to do so does not bar a subsequent as-applied challenge. See, e.g. Lake Valley
.Associates, LLC v. Township~ Of Pemberton, 411 N.J. Sup=er. 501 (App. Div. 2010).
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not intend, in enacting these regulations, to abrogate this fundamental duty. Contrary to the

arguments raised by NJAW, the Board did ndt "’reject" Rate Counsel’s concerns in this regard

when they were raised during the rulemaking process. Rather, the Board expressed its view that

the process set forth in the regulation would not cause Rate CounseI’s concerns to come to

fruition because "[n]o provision of these amendments waives the Board’s statutory authority,

including its authority to ensure just and reasonable rates." 50 N.J.R.625(b), p.7.

The transcripts of the Board Agenda meeting where the rule proposal was discussed

confirm that nothing in the rule was intended to abrogate the Board’s fundamental role in

ensuring fairness and the justness and reasonableness of rates. See, Transcript of Board Agenda,

June 30, 2017, (Exhibit A attached hereto). As Commissioner (now President) Fiordaliso stated,

the rule:

in no way diminishes, and I don’t want to be misconstrued -- and I’m not going to be here
forever, but I’m thinking of future Boards -- in any way going to dilute any power this
Board has in determining those provisional rates. Because as I read the revised rule, it
pretty much follows what the statute already says. [Exh. A, p.7, 1.4-t0]

Commissioner Fiordatiso stated further:

And I just want to underline the fact that in no way do these rules dilute the Board’s
authority or the Board’s protection of the general public because that’s extremely
importaat to us. And we have had a history and national organizations have rated the
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities kind of square in the middle as far as fairness in
treating those we regulate and in also protecting the general punic. [Exh. A, p.8, 1. 13-20]

Commissioner Chivukula stated:

The way I look at this role is that we are not giving up any -- the Board is not giving up
any control and not limiting any authority or restricting the Board’s authority. But I think
one of the advantages of this particular rule is that we’re trying to create a framework for
the provisional ratemaking so that the Board has some oversight of the process. [Exh. A,
p.9, 124-p.10, I. 5]
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Accordingly, N JAW’s argttment that "[t]he only objection that the ProviSional Rate rules

permit is one by the Staff of the Board regarding an alleged failure to comply with the Rule’s

notice provisions," (N JAW Brief, p. 2) must be rejected, tt is cIear that the Board did not intend

such a restrictive reading of its regulation and that it intended to maintain its overriding authority

to ensure just and reasonable rates and fairness in the ratemaking process. Any interpretation of

the rule otherwise would run counter to the Board’s and Rate CounseI’s underlying er[abling

statutes, principles of fundamental fairness and due process, and the obligation of the agency to

"turn square corners" in addressing matters of importance to ratepayers.

POINT II

THE BOARD SHOULD REJECT THE PROPOSED PLAN
FOR PROVISIONAL RATES IN THIS CASE

Contrary to the assertions of N JAW in its brief, Rate Counsel is not arguing that

provisional rates are never allowed. Rate CounseI’s Motion is based on the specific

circumstances in this case, and the fact that the Company’s chosen procedures made it

impossibIe for the matter to be addressed within the suspension period. Under those

circumstances, Rate Counsel submits that aIlowing the provisional rates to take effect would be

unjust and unreasonable and wouid violate principles of fundamental fairness. In addition, Rate

Counsel maintains that the Company’s proposed plan for the refund of any over-collections and

interest is not sufficient and should be rejected.

As noted in Rate Counsel’s initial brief, the Company chose to file its case on September

15, 2017 with only five months of actual test year data. Its test year ended on March 31, 2018,
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and the Company filed its 12+0 update with fuI1 test year actual data on April 23, 2018. Thus, the

period of time between the date when the full year actual data was available and the date when

the suspension period will end, was less than 60 days. This is an insufficient mount of time to

litigate the matter at the Office of Adminislzative Law (OAL) and for the Board to review any

decision from the OAL. While the Board may allow companies to file with "at least" five

months of actual data, this does not mean the Board cannot take that into account when

reviewing the fairness of proposed provisional rates. In Re Etizabethtown Water Company Rate

Case, WR8504330 (May 23, 1985) (Exhibit B attached hereto).

The Company’s selective quotation from Elizabethtown fails to acknowledge that the

Board’s Order in that case actually supports Rate Counsel’s position. Contrary to the impression

the Company conveys, the Board in Elizabethtown carefully weighed the proposed test year,

arriving at what it believed "strikes the appropriate balance by enabling the parties to develop a

substantive record based on sufficient actual data, but also providing petitioner with the

opportur~ity to propose rates which should reflect conditions at the time the Board makes a

determination..." Exh. B, p.2. The Board thus established a "general guideline" that "rate case

petitions should contain when filed, six months actual test year data and six months estimated

data or at a minimum, five months actual and seven months estimated data." Id__~. Because the

Company chose to file with the bare minimum of actual data, it would not be unreasonable for

the Board to find that it was not then entitled to institute provisional rates of its choosing on the

first day after the suspension period ends. It would be entirely reasonable for the Board to

harmonize the two ruies with the goal of striking an appropriate and fair balance, particularly

where, as here, the inability to resolve this matter within the suspension period is not due to any
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regulatory lag or ar~y delay on the part of any other party. It is based solely on the decision of the

Company to fiIe its case in such a way that full test year actual data would not be available until

seven months into the nine month suspension period.

Rate Counsel recognizes that, once this matter is fully litigated, ratepayers wilt be entitIed

to refunds for may over-recovery with interest. However, that fact is insufficient to make

ratepayers whole or to relieve them from the burden that comes with essentially requiring them

to lend money to the utiIity for the interim period. Although N JAW argues that its provisional

rates are approximately 60% of their totat request and therefore are reasonable, Rate Counsel

maintains that based on the information that has been developed in discovery, this mount is still

substantially more than what is likely to be supported by the record. While the Legislature may

have intended to allow the utilities to be relieved of the burden of regulatory lag, the purpose of

the statute, and the Supreme Court’s decision in Toms River, was to promote fairness in the

ratemaking process, not to allow the Company to manipulate the process to obtain a forced loan

from ratepayers. 2

The hardsNp to ratepayers is real. N JAW’s rates have been increasing steadily. The

Company has been coming in for a rate case on average every two years and has taken full

advantage of the DSIC between cases. Of NJAW’s 27 million customers, only i900 were

2 Indeed, the Company continues to manipulate the process in an effort to foreclose a fair hearing for ratepayers,

filing a motion this week to preclude Rate CounseI’s witnesses from responding to the Comp~y’s rebuttal
testimony, even though that was the first time full test-year actual data was provided by the Company. That Motion
wilI be addressed by the Administrative Law Judge, but it demonstrates an overall strategy by the Company to
foreclose meaningful review of its filing on a timely basis.
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enrolled in the Company’s low-income service charge discount program in 2016.3 While the

statute and regulation were aimed at preventing unfairness when a rate proceeding lasts too long,

the balance of fairness shifts when the ability to push the proceedings beyond the suspension

period is in the control of, and is exercised, by the Company. As the Supreme Couxt noted in

Lambertville Water Co. v. New Jersey Bd. of Public Utility. Conun_’rs~ 79 N.J. 449, 456 (1979),

The Board "has broad discretion to fix an effective date in the light of circumstances." The

Board should exercise that discretion to protect the general public from N JAW’s manipulation of

the rate case process.

The Board should also deny the Company’s proposed plan because it does not follow the

requirements of the regulation "to the letter." The regulation requires a detailed plan for how

over-recoveries will be returned to ratepayers with interest "no later than the customer billing

cycle 30 days after the effective date of the Board Order concluding the rate case.’" N.J.A.C.

14:1-5.12(h). The Company’s plan does not indicate how it wilt meet that timeline or any dates

whatsoever that will ensure this timeframe will be met. All the "plan" says essentially is that the

over-collection will be calculated. This is not the level of detail that should berequired under the

regulation. The Company should be required to submit timelines to demonstrate that the refund

dates will be met.

~ https://amwater.com!niaw/customer-service-billing/tow-income-pro_m-am. The company also offers assistance
through its H20 program but that program, funded at least in part through donations from other customers, only
distributed $39,130 to 169 households in 2016.
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Accordingly, Rate Counsel respectfully requests that the Board reject N JAW’s

provisional rate plan.

Respectfully submitted,

Stefanie A. Brand
Director, Division of Rate Counsel

C~ Honorable Joseph L. Fiordaliso, President (via hand delivery)
Honorable, Mary-Anna Holden, Commissioner (via hand delivery)
Honorable Diane Solomon, Commissioner (via hand delivery)
Honorable Upendra Chivukula, Commissioner (via hand delivery)
Honorable Bob Gordon, Commissioner (via hand delivery)
Honorable Jacob Ger.stman, ALJ (via UPS Overnight Mail)
Service List (Via Electronic & USPS Regular Mail)
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90 Misc June 30 2017
PRESIDENT MROZ: Let’s ~ove on to the agenda

now. we’ll move to Item 90 which is a matter regarding

amendments to our Administrative Code regarding filings

and petitions for purpose of increasing charges to

customers regarding provisional rates.

And MS. Covie, our chief of staff, is going

to present this matter.

COMMISSIONER FIORDAL~50: Good morning.

MS. COVIE: Good morning, Commissioners.

The matter before you is Agenda Item 90, a

rule proposal, that sets procedures under circumstances

when a utility elects to implement provisional rates.

under current law, after a utility files a

rate case, the utility can begin charging ratepayers

the utility’s proposed new rates, even before the Board

reaches a final decision in the case.

The rates are provisional under these

circumstances, because if the implemented rates exceed~

the amounts later approved by the Board, the utility

must refund to its customers any overcharges.

A utility can only begin imposing provisional

ratesafter the expiration of the suspension period

that the Board may order pursuant to

N.J.S.A. 48:2-21(d). The Board routinely orders the

application of two suspension periods in a rate case

1

2

3

4

and they work to prevent a utility from charging its

new proposed rates for at least nine months after the

utility’s filing of its rate case. Thereafter,

however, the utility has the statutory right to begin
Page 2
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charging its new rates, subject to refund, as both the

state supreme court and the Board itself has

recognized°

Tn most cases, utilities do not implement

provisional rates for various reasons. Nevertheless,

the pending proposal attempts to provide guidance to

utilities should they choose to implement provisional

rates.

The proposal is timely, as the Board has been

placed on notice in a currently pending rate case that

a utility ~ntends to implement provisional rates after

the expiration of the suspension periods.

Prior to presenting this rule proposal to the

Board, staff promulgated a straw proposal to interested

parties, conducted a stakeholder meeting, and solicited

written comments. This process a~sisted board staff in

the development of this rule proposal.

This rule proposal allows a utility to

implement its full requested rates or some lesser

portion thereof, after the expiration of the suspension

periods on a provisional basis.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

substantively, the proposed rule makes clear

that if a utility implements provisional rates after

the expiration of the suspension periods, the utility

will be required to provide refunds to their customers

if the implemented provisional rates exceed the rates

approved by the Board in the utility’s underlying rate

case.

Page 3
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Importantly, ,the rule proposal requires that

a utility seeking to implement provisional rates

provides notice thereof to all relevant parties,

including ratepayers, the Board, rate counsel, parties

to the rate case, local elected officials, etcetera.

Additionally, the utility would be required to file

with the Board and serve on rate counsel a copy of its

proposed tariff, and importantly, a plan for providing

refunds should they be necessary.

The rule proposal also contains provisions

relating to the calculation of interest, should the

utility owe refunds to its customers.

Finally, the rule emphasizes that the Board

will not require any utility to implement provisional

rates, and nothing within the proposal shall be

construed as endorsing a provisional rate as a final

rate. In other words, a utility’s implementation of a

provisional rate will have no impact on the Board’s

9

i0

ii

1

2

3

4

5

6

7¯

8

discretion in determining final rates.

staff recommends that the Board approve this

rule proposal. If the Board approves, it, the proposal

will then be transmitted to OAL for publication in the

New Jersey Register and, thereafter, the public will

have an opportunity to submit written comments,

consistent with the Administrative Procedures Act.

Thereafter, if the rule is to move forward,

staff will come back to the Board for a second vote on

final adoption.

For the time being, however, today’s vote
Page 4
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merely authorizes the proposal for publication and to

collect public comment. The rule does not go into

effect today and will not go into effect unless the

Board votes to adopt the rule after the Administrative

Procedures Act process is complete.

COMMISSIONER FIORDALISO: I’ll move it.

COMMISSIONER HOLDEN: second.

PRESIDENT MROZ: We have a motion and a

second.

Thank you for the presentation, Ms. covie.

Let me make a couple comments initially.

mentioned earlier that we are always here at the Board

striving to ensure consistency and regulatory

consistency around our decisions. And this matter has

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

i0

ii

12

13

14

come up because over time some of applicants have

sought to implement rates or considered them, and we’ve

also been in a situation where applicants have sought

the implementation of rates in other rate matters where

we are dealing with them in an accelerated time frame.

Regardless, because it was very clear to me,

at least, that since there is no foundational aspect to

move a filing that would be made in this kind of

circumstance, that being provisional rates, where we

have not concluded a rate case and not even basic

elements of notice provisions that I thought -- I feel

and I’m supportive of this rule proposal so that

parties are on notice of the process and the terms

under which they need to notify parties if they are

Page 5
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intending to implement rates.

So I think this is a worthy proposal to

ensure that we have in place the basic -- the basics of

filings that would need to be if an applicant saw fit

to implement rates which they can ultimately do under

state law.

I’ll now ask my colleagues for any comments

or questions.

commissioner Fiordaliso. ’

COMMISSfONER FIORDALISO: Yes.

PRESIDENT MROZ: I’ll take that as an

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

endorsement rhetorical of other comments or questions.

DO you have questions or comments?

COMMISSIONER FIORDALISO: If you want to read

it that way, that’s fine.

First of all, I want to thank staff. I want

to thank our Executive Director, Paul, and I want to

thank our chief counsel and I want to thank our chief

of staff.

we have had many, many discussions here and

I’m not going to say anything here that I didn’t say to

any of you privately in our discussions in trying to

resolve this particular case because, initially, I was

opposed. In the form that it was presented to us, I

was opposed.

I understand that one of our EDCs has -- and

I’m going to use the word -- threatened to institute

provisional rates. And this is something that

apparently has prompted the suggestion that we look at
Page 6
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these rules.

In my mind, first of all, I don’t like to be

threatened, secondly, everything in this rule, as we

finally came down to a consensus -- and, again, I want

to thank those three staff in particular for working

with us and in trying to come up with language that

would be acceptable to make. So I appreciate that.

t

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

!6

17

18

19

20

21

One of the reasons I was opposed to it was

the fact that the statute already provides in my mind

and in what I just agreed to what this rule states.

It in no way diminishes, and I don’t want to

be misconstrued -- and I’m not going to be here

forever, but I’m thinking of future Boards -- in any

way going to dilute any power this Board has in

determining those provisional rates. Because as I read

the revised ~rule, it pretty much follows what the

statute already says.

So my initial reaction when the initial

language was presented to me was: What are we trying

to fix? Is there something that’s broken that we’re

trying to fix?

I have -- I was in college -- that’s before

they had ballpoint pens -- I had a fraternity

brother --

PRESIDENT MROZ: Inkwells.

COMMISSIONER FIORDALISO: Yeah, inkwells.

-- I had a fraternity brother who went in and

started a business. And he started a business as some

Page 7
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would refer to it as flipping hamburgers. And he was

very successful. Flipping hamburgers was making him a

lot of money because he did a good job at it. So he

got this bright idea and, well, if I’m doing so well

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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14

15
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25

flipping hamburgers, if z expand the business and add

other items to the menu, I’ll really make a killing.

Guess what happened? He fixed something or thought he

was fixing something that wasn’t broken and ultimately

went bankrupt.

There’s an analogy there somewhere and I’m

not going to try and explain it.

But the point is I still in my mind -- in the

back of my mind question what we’re trying to fix.

BUt we all worked hard. We all worked

diligently in trying to come up with language that was

acceptable to us internally.

And I just want to underline the fact that in

no way do these rules dilute the Board’s authority or

the Board’s protection of the general public because

that’s extremely important to us. And we have had a

history and national organizations have rated the

New Jersey Board of Public utilities kind of square in

the middle as far as fairness in treating those we

regulate and in also protecting the general public.

so in the future, if there are any things

that have to be changed, it’s nice to talk to us about

it. It’s nice to pick up the phone once in a while and

discuss items that aren’t a docketed item, because I

wouldn’t discuss that with you nor would my colleagues,
Page 8
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but talk about things, seeing where we can find common

ground in certain areas, but don’t wait till the 11th

hour to come to us and say this is what we want,

otherwise we are going to do this. That doesn’t sit

well with me.

so in the future I can see us working better

together because, again, as far as protecting the

people and ensuring the vitality of our regulated

entities because that’s part of our job too, we’re

willing to sit here and work with you. And if it’s

going to enhance the economic well-being of the

9 million people who work in the state of New Jersey or

live in the State of New Jersey rather, you have an

ally here, but let’s talk about it.

I will support this. And some day maybe

someone will be able to explain to me what we fixed.

Thank you.

PRE5IDENT MROZ: Thank you for your comments,

Commi ssi oner.

Any other comments?

Commissioner chivukula.

COMMISSIONER CHIVUKULA: Thank you,

Mr. President.

The way I look at this rule is that we are

not giving up any -- the Board is not giving up any

11
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control and not limiting any authority or restricting

the Board’s authority. But I think one of the

advantages of this particular rule is that we’re~trying

to create a framework for the provisional ratemaking so

that the Board has some oversight of the process.

So I support this.

PRESIDENT MROZ: Thank you,

Thank you, commissioner.

Commi ssi oner Hol den.

COMMISSTONER HOLDEN: I echo your comments.

Yes, we all worked on this little

wordsmithing here and there. This does give more

specificity and clarity of notice, one of the big gaps

is what the provisional rate increase would cover and

that is spelled out on base rates, But it also makes

me think over the forced vacation that we may all be

having that we take a look at our Administrative code

to see if there are other gaps.

So I have no life so that’s what I will be

reading over vacation and see if there are other

how-tos that need to be put in place,

PRESIDENT MROZ: Any other comments or

questions?

No other comments or questions so let’s take

a vote,                                  "
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SECRETARY ASBURY: Commissioner Fiordaliso?

COMMISSIONER FIORDALISO: Yes,

SECRETARY ASBURY: Commissioner Holden?

COMMISSIONER HOLDEN: Yes,
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SECRETARY ASBURY: Commissioner solomon?

COMMISSIONER SOLOMON: Yes.

SECRETARY ASBURY: commissioner chivuku]a?

COMMISSIONER CHIVUKULA: YeS.

SECRETARY ASBURY: President Mroz?

PRESIDENT MROZ: Yes.

SECRETARY ASBURY:      SO moved.

(Whereupon recommendation of staff was approved.)

(Item 90 - Miscellaneous concluded.)
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CERTIFICATE

I, Lorin Thompson, a Notary Public and

shorthand Reporter of the state of New Jersey, do

hereby certify as follows:

I do further certify that the,foregoing is a

true and accurate transcript of the testimony as taken
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stenographically by and before me at the time, place

and on the date hereinbefore set forth.

I do further certify that I am neither a

relative nor employee nor attorney nor counsel of any

of the parties to this action, and that I am neither a

relative nor employee of such attorney or counsel, and

that I am not financially interested in the action.

Notary Public of the state of New Jersey
My commission expires July 26, 2021

Dated: June 30, 2017
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ATTACHMENT B

iN RE ~LIZ~J~ETHTOWN WATER
COMPANY RATE CASE

)
)

O~CI$tON ON ~OTION
FO’R ~OETERMINA ~IC)~’ ’OF

TEST YEAR AND APPROPR~TE
TIME PE’RibO FOR

A ~UST M ENTS

DOCKET .NO.

(APPEARANCES ATTACHED)

Petitioner has filed, on Apri~ 23, t~aS, ~a motion to settle the test year
applicable to the above do~kete<~ rate pr~n~, a~’to so�tie the appropriate time
peri~ ~ sta~ards’~at s~uld apply to ~t~-~ri~ ad)ustments, ~e motion ~as
as a cu~ence ol ~he impale ~ch develo~ at pro~ .... ~n~/se~emen~ co~erences
held by ~rd’s sial( ~ AprE 18 a~ 19, 19E5, w~th reg~ ~ the test year q~.stio~.
Bo~d therefore retain~ the test year questions a~ on ’,,ay It 1985 lransmitted the
~o the O(tice ol Administrative Law (OAL) (~ hearing ~ a ~ntested c~e, adv~sinz the
OAL that the B~rd wo~d resolve the test year question as expeditiously ~ possible
not to detay ~he ’pr~e~ings,

PetHioner’s ~se rate c~e petition, filed on April I, 19&5, was support~ by
schedules proposing a te~ year endin& D~em~r 31, 19~5 with pro torma ch~n~es throu:
~em~r }l, [988. Rate C~sel, in res~nse to saad motion, pro~sed a to.st year endi

-.1/ Staf~ ~n~ptem~r ~ [9~ ~h~ matches a~ ~.~¢ts.o{ the rate~aMn~ pr~es~
res~e ~ ~ mod~ {il~ a ~s~ti~ ~r pro~sin~ a tes~ year ending ~ptem~r
[~E~ ~ith ~U~o~r ~ ~ a~{ord~ the oppo{tun~y ~o place in ~he re~ord
me~abie ~an~es {~ ex~es six mon{hs ~yo~ ~he end o{ {he ~est.year, ra~e base
a~ju~men~ ~hr~ mon~ ~ye~ the end o{ the ~es~ year i~ such rate b~e
are within ~rvice ~x m~hs a~¢er the ~i~e o{ ~he ~est y~ar, and changes {n ,
capi~a{izat~on =~rough ~ financing �~ ~ re{leered in ~he recor~ thr~ mB~ths
the clue Ot the test year. S~ti’s ~sid~ is premis~ on the execration that the rate

case wBuid be ri~ ~or Board ~e~ermination in 3anuary~ 19~6, It is no~ appropriate
n~ess~y ~o rec~e ~he varies ~ro~sa~s a~ counte~o~sa~s made by ~he ~rti~ in an
a~emp~ ~o resolve ~he ~ues a~ hand. Su~ice i~ ~o say ~hat ~he tes~ year
remain ~resolve~ by agreemen~ a~ re~ire ~r~ ~e~erm[~tion at this

The ~d h~ ~Lore it ~wo dis~i~c~,.though reia~ed i~ues, the fi~ being a
de~ermi~don o~ ~he appropriate test tear ~ t~ocee~[n~ and ~he second being.to
wha~ e~tent a~ u~er whaz s~andard peti~io~r should ~ a~orde~ the opportunity
make a ~ecor~ ~n su~por~ o~ ~o~se~ a~jus~men~s which exten~ beyond ~he end
year.

I1 Rate Counsel Response, dated May 7,



Based ~9on the above consideratior~, the E~ard concludes that as a genera

ac~ :est year data and six m~ths estimated data or at a m~nimum~ {~ve months acl

¯ The consequence o( the above determir~tio~, is that petitior~r must

~ith re~ard to the second ~ssue, that ~s the appropriate rime peribd ~.nd
start<lard to apply to o~t-o(.~ri~ =djustments~ ~he st~ud that sha(( be appli~ and
shall govern petitioner’s IUing and proofs is that ~hi~ the B~rd hu consistently zpp
the ’~no~n and ~e~surable" steward, K~vn ~ ~e~urable ~nges to ~he test yam
~u~ ~ (I) ~udent a~ maj~ in nature ~ �ommence, (2) carelully ~antl(Jed thro
pr~Is ~hich (3) ~anJ(est ~nvlncin~ly tellable d~t~ The B~rd reco~(zes that ~no~
~nd ~euurable changes to the te~ y~r~ by deSnl~on, relict luture contingencies; ~
(n order to FevaU, petitioner m~t ~an~/y s~h =d)ust~ents by reliable (orec=tkn~
te~ni~es refitted in the r~(. In R=Ne~ )ersey ~II Telephone Co., O~et Ho.

"~)o~ the test year ~ veU-set~, so lon$ ~ its )udg~ent ~ grounded on sufficient

~ased u~:~on the (oreKo(n~, the E~oard determines, for the purposes of this
proceeding, that pet£tioner ~a)l have the. opport=ity to rn~ke a record ~uit~h re~ard tc
(a) kr~o~vH arid me=urab(e qhan[te= to income at,x:( expense items for a per(cxl~ne .
~onth$ loeyond the e(-~0 o( the test yearI (bY ch~n~e) to rate base (or a; period o( six m(
l~eyon(J"i.’E~’~rkd ol th~ y~ar, provide~:( there isa c)ear l)keUhood that .such propose,
rate l~tse addit|~ sh~l be in service by the e~ o( said ~x-~th (:~eriod~"’~hat =uch r(
b~ add)Uon= are major in nature and consecNence, and th¢t such addttion.~ ~
substantlate-d with very reliab(e data; (c) changes to capltaliz~tion f~ = peri~ ,three
rnont~ pa~ the e~ o( the te~ ),ear, ~x’ovid~ that such chan~es are major in nature (
conse~n(:e, at’,(( that the resets o( said pro!~s~’~:l fir~ncing ~e act~l pri~ to the
B~c~rd’s determination in th~ c~se.

re(l~ pr~s~ ad)u~ent~ to the.test year accordin~ to the a~ve enunciated
and the a~ deli~ated ti~e ~ri~s. ~e note in ~ssin~ that ~e do not I~ the
year determ(nat)~ in the 19~0 Eiizabethtown ~ater Company Rate C~ (~PU Oock
No, ~02-76) ~ the 1~8# ES~thtown ~ater Com~ny Rate C~e (BPU O~ket
)312-1072) ~ ~ d~positive of the issues n~w at ha~, due (o the ~rticular
o( t~se c=es. ~e first re(l~ted, in ~rt, ¯ per{~ of high ~ continuin(
~hile the second ra(lecte( complex diswsJti~ o( revenue re~re~ent and
questions which ~re now ~Iore (he Superi~ Co~, Ap~Jiate Division o(.¢hks

Therelore, the el>ave dete~mLnatio~ reflect: (a) the ~ard’s ru|in{ on. the
appro~iate test ),ear jn this do<:Xet) (b) the ~uideli~s that should apply, to the tesI ye
~o I:~ (Ued in future by al~ major He~ ~lersey PubLic Utilities) (�) the stlnd~rd to apply
out-oI-peric~ adjustmentsl an, d(d) the s~c((ic time perils to apply ,Jnder the
¢i.rcumstar~:es O( th~ cue to out~(-~>(~riod ad)ustments.



which m~ke ~he ~ove ~me~a~le ~nappropri~te~ the Board should ~ &dvi~d ~ ~he e~r~iest
~portunity, I~ it lppears that petitioner’s proposed capit~l ~in~in~ will be
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